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Unhand that Man, Governor
Act I. Scene I.

—

Snort'n
(To Ronald Seeth'n in a voice
of disgust and defeat) "Yeah, its been tabled until after the elections!"

—

Seeth.n (Red-faced and wagging a finger
at Norton Snort.n) "You're a liar and I'll
see you after this meeting."

—

Smutt'n

A One Act Play

Neither Written or Produced by:
Harvey Slodown, Commissioner on Academic Socials and
Regental Farces

dramatis personae

(To the Chairman) "Mr. Chair-

man, this is for the record. I feel this has
been a direct attempt to table this discussion until afte'" the November elections."

—

(Still red-faced, bounding from
his chair toward Norton Snort'n who is
preparing to leave) "You're a god
damned liar and I'll see you out side."

Seeth'n

(Returns

Governor and Regent of
the University of Contempt
Norton Snort'ri, Regent of the University of
Contempt and first antagonist to Ronald

to seat)

Ronald Seeth'n,
Seeth'n

Fred Smutt'n, Regent of the University of
Contempt and second antagonist to Ronald Seeth'n
Security Police

Students

Press

Administr-tors
The Audience
Academicians
Guest from the Oregon Academic Council
SCENE: Close of the October Meeting of the
"Bored" of Regents. A nondebatable motion
to table the discussion of the Urbane City Plan
just
until the November 19th Meeting has
Smutt'n
and
been passed. Regents Snort'n
strongly object to this move.

Act. I. Scefte IV
(Meeting abruptly ends)

—

Seeth'n
(Charges toward and confronts Regents Snort'n and Smutt'n)
(To Fred Smutt'n) "You're a lying
5.0.8."
—(To Norton Snort'n) "You're a damn liar!"

—

—

(To Ronald Seeth'n) "No, you're
Snort'n
a liar! You've been flying high for
three and a half years and now
you've been caught with your pants
down!"

—

(To Ronald Seeth'n, who now
hand on the lapel of
right
has his
Norton Snort'n) "Unhand that

Smutt'n

man, Governor!"

—

Audience
Laughter and Signs (The Audience comes forward and
rounds the combatants. Confusion
ensues.)
All Exeunt

If you have a vivid imagination, you might be
able to convince yourself that the above is
purely fiction and was never performed. If
not, don't be alarmed! Itvdid take place.
The excitement of the two day meeting, as
pointed out revolved around the now infamous Irvine City Plan. This plan calls for the
expansion of the city of Irvine to quadruple its
original size and population. Since the community would surround the University's
campus there, the plan was up for approval by
the Regents.
For months, Regent Simon has charged
that there is a definite conflict of interest between two of the Regents and the Irvine Land
Company which would do the development.
Regent Simon has also hinted at other devious
dealings occurring and that now politics are
involved in the matter.
Since the charges were openly brought
forth, Regent Simon has been demanding an
open hearing on the subject. This hearing or
discussion ijyls to have taken place last Friday;
however, due to a motion by Regent Dean A]
Watkins, the discussion was "tabled until the
November meeting of the Board. Regents
Simon and Dutton strongly objected, implying that this was a political tactic to delay the
discussion until after the November elections. Governor Reagan took this objection
personally and thus the verbal harangue of
insults between Reagan, Simon and Dutton
began.
continued/page 3

writers needed
Writers for Synapse are needed. All students are urged to submit announcements,
articles, pictures, poems; anything they wish
to make known to the campus community. valEveryone is needed to make this paper a
id cross-section of the campus population.
Therefore the Black Caucus, Chinese, Japanese, Indian, Chicano, and all other students
are urged to contribute. Synapse is here to
serve everyone.
If any student wishes to become a reporter
cover
for the newspaper they are welcome to
paper.
the
to
any event and submit an article
at 1324 3rd
Remember we are located for
the paper
articles
and
Avenue. Messages
desk
Central
Union
Millberry
at
can be left
and we can be reached at x 2211.
Please help Synapse be a voice for everyone.

zmo

eiap

jop!A-;ot|d

"Spress yo sef," a noontime program sponsored by the
Black Caucus was held in the MU courtyard last Friday. Entertainment was provided by the Greg Barnes combo and
singer Pauline Ison..
Mr. David Johnson, UCSF Employee Counselor, and Dr.
Cecil Williams of Glide Memorial Church were among the
speakers.
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small theater turn out

editorial policy
on publications

To the editor;
It was a pity that there was such a small audiecne for Moliere's "The Imaginary Invalid," which was played here this past Saturday by The Playhouse Repertory Theater. It
was excellent entertainment. The fine acting

1. All articles submitted-printed will bear
the identification of the writer. Otherwise,
such articles will be edited and written as a
straight news article.

combined with the great wit of Moliere's satire
of medicine and doctors would probably have
been enjoyed by most ofthe people at this medical center.

Unless there is better support for such
events in the future, we will probably lose this
opportunity to view first class, professional
theater at token cost.
Eveline and Ed Blumenstock
Synapse
University ofCalifornia

2. All articles will be subject to editing, if

required, by the staff of Synapse.

\

3. Articles with elements of bias will be
printed if another piece representing on
opposing platform is submitted. This is to
provide equal representation and equal
voice.

!

Letters to the editor should be typed and
doublespaced. Letters shall be published at
the discretion of the Editor-in-Chief. All letters must be signed; however, the name may
be withheld at the discretion ofthe editor if so
desired by the writer. Slanderous letters will
not be published but will be read eagerly by
the editorial staff. The Editor-in-Chief reserves the right to limit the length of the Letters
to the Editor but without changing their con-

| text.

San Francisco, California 666-2211
Published by the Associated Students
Editor: Carl Yorita
Managing Editor: Kathy Bramwell
Photographer Layout Artist: Suellen Bilow
Advertising Manager: Jim Bowes

4. This is your paper and you are encouraged
to try your hand at writing and submitting

Printed in the Plant of the Howard Quinn Co.

articles for publication.
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Carl Yorita

president's column
BY: DAVID WREN, PRESIDENT, THE ASUCSF

'«'

board of regents strikes again
OUR GREAT RULING Mothers and Fathers, the Board of
Regents have struck again. As inputting off Academic Senate
Funds; closing down our University last Spring; interferring
with promotion and appointment of faculty members; rescinding the delegated authority over tenure appointments
and promotions from University administrators; threatening to wipe out University campus newspapers, our own Synapse included, by holding their source of funding in abeyance
until guidelines which meet their approval are drafted and
submitted; and now to continue their purification of the University, our great ruling parents made it clear in last week's
Regents' meeting that they intend to greatly reduce the power of student governments on the nine campuses if not completely emasulate the Associated Students of the University

-

of California.
IN EACH OF THESE ACTS ofinsanity there was a minority of the "great ones" who openly opposed these acts but
their doing so was merely an exercise in futility. In the Regents attempt to exemplify righteousness while protecting
their own interest, they have served to isolate, frustrate and
drive away, many University adininistrators, faculty members and students.
Any person with any degree of common sense should realoperaize that one does not run, with a great deal of success, an
authority
and
endowed
appointed
the
tion by disallowing
administrator to work toward achieving their objectives. If

the Regents think that University Hall administrators and
individual campus administrators, staff, faculty and students
can function effectively under this kmd of tyranny, then they
are misled, misguided, irrational,, irresponsible
ture. There is too much at stake for our "great overseers'', to be,
playing these silly games.
Have they given any thought to the fact that people in the
University are not puppets but human beings with minds,
ideas, a sense of responsibility for those duties and charges
delegated to them.
Have they .given any thought.to the fact that.academic senates have crucial responsibilities on our campuses and these
responsibilities cannot be very well-conducted without adequate funds, office space, materials and secretarial help.
Have the "great rulers" given any thought to the fact that
faculty members have '£ responsibility and obllgatioi fivtheir
• students; fellow colleagues' and their families and they cannot
very well adhere to these responsibilities and obligations of
they are underpaid because the Regents fail to grant adequate salary and cost ofliving increments.

HAVE THE REGENTS given constructive rather than
destructive thought to the fact that students on the University
of California campuses \ for the most part are honest, hardvV'orking people trying to obtain the necessary educational and professional skills that will allow for a meaningful and productive
place in our society. Yet, these masses of students are being
penalized each day by the empirical and arbitrary decisions of
some of the most wealthy and powerful tyrants who constitute
the Board of Regents of the University of California. Why
would anyone arbitrarily and unilaterally shut down our
University without local and University administrators, faculty and student input. Why would the Regents arbitrarily
withhold student money for student campus newspapers
without the appropriate input. If there was a violation of a
guidelines regarding artiparticular campus newspapers'
cles, content or pictures, then why wasn't the most logical
course of action taken. It appears to me, the logical move was
that of dealing with that particular newspaper in question
regarding that alleged incident at the time that it happened.
Instead, the Regents, again irrationally, chose to withhold
student funds as a source offinancial support for student campus newspapers from all nine campuses. Why? Because they
are powerful enough to do just that and almost anything else
they choose and justify their action as being in the best interest ofthe University.
THE REGENTS LATEST effort to purge the University
of its student radicals is being launched at the expense of the
ASUC with the biggest threat being that of a uniform student
government on each of the nine campuses. In an attempt to
achieve unanimity of the ASUC, my biggest fear is that of
having student governments stripped of funds, student services, and whatever student input into campus decisions and
policies that has been granted to an organized student government. To the extent that this is true, or the possibility of this
happening should be interpreted as a step in a backward
direction. It is clearly against the efforts all those students and
others who have worked so hard to gain student input at all
levels of this University system.
To this end, I challenge all concerned and non-concerned
persons to strip themselves of their intellectual stagnation
and for once become involved in deciding your destiny and
governance here on this campus. For those of you who are
afraid ofintellectual restlessness, let me assure you that intellectual unrest is a virtue and not a problem and itis one ofthose
virtues that we cannot afford to do without.

-
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a.s.u.c. do for me?

what can

phot-sueln

Gary Hubiak, Vice-President,
the ASUCSF

Got a problem and I wonder if you could
help me,...it seems that student leaders get
into the same bag each year of lamenting over
the lack of student involvement, getting cynical and bitter at the end ofthe year when they
realize they aren't going to be able to muster
the student interest necessary to achieve the
goals they had seen within their grasp. Well—
I'd like to get this problem in the open before
the end of the year—before the programs
start to fall through. I want you, and everyone
else, to be aware that the problems of student
government are problems of this entire campus and not of a few individuals
Sad and Frustrated

I get sad and frustrated when I'm asked, as I
have been, "What does ASUC do for me? What
is it doing with all that money anyway?" I feel
sad and frustrated because I know how this
student feels about the lack of relevance of
"ASUC" to his personal life — I was in very
much the same position not long ago. But I also
feel sad and frustrated because I now know the
potentials of student influence at the Mcd
Center are totally dependent on the students'
desire to make a sincere commitment. Sure, a
few individuals can accomplish a lot
Alex
last
but
year
proved
Dennis
that
those
and
accomplishments are only two individual's
efforts and proportionally represent what a

——

deep commitment of several individuals can
accomplish.
Right now the power and information necessary to make important decisions lies in the
hands of a very few student leaders and activists just as it did last year and before — but,
most importantly, not because they've narrowed the access to this information, but because they can't disseminate it to others, they
can't even give it away! They are saddeled
with the responsibility of making personal
contacts and attempting to convince another
student that such and such a task is important
enough that he should take the personal responsibility to see that if gets done. That's a
fulltime job right there! So-it seems to me that
the problem is that student government definitely doesn't seem particularly relevant to
the daily life ofthe majority of students, but I
question the relevance of the inquiry that
says, "What has ASUC done for me? , which
asks student officers to continually Justify
their existence and ask instead, "What
haven't we done to better utilize the powers
that we have access to?"

from non-involvement to involvement and the
changes that it has brought about. But I feel
certain that if the students realize how vitally
important it is to combat the Regents' attempt
to suppress campus newspapers, to combat
the Regents' questioning the validity of Student Government's right to exist, to constantly remind campus administrators that one of
the main purposes of the university is to promote the student's well-being in order that he
be more fully able to develop his potentials
that the campus community would respond
admirably. It happened last May.
So as student officers, we are saddled with
more responsibility and have access to more
creative opportunities that we can handle. We
need help. We don't know all the answers and
we need you, your ideas, your criticisms, your
time and energy. Can you really expect a few
individuals to develop and carry our anywhere near all the meaningful programs that
are available to student's control? I can't tell
you that you personally should get involved,
but I can say that without involvement ASUC
won't exist meaningfully.

Majority Aren't Involved Enough

Ponder a Moment

It seems to me that the majority of students
aren't involved enough to feel the need for
change as it really exists on this campus. I
know that partly because ofmy "recent" move

All I ask is that you ponder a moment the
possible direct connection between your lack
ofinvolvement and the lack ofrelevance of student government to your lifeV

Unhand that Man,
Governor
continued from front page
Until this dramatic comedy took place late
Friday afternoon, last week, the October
meeting of the Board of Regents here in San
Francisco was quite benign. During committee meetings and the open session last Thursday and Friday, the Regents approved a budget of $43.8 million dollars for campus building
and construction, an 11.2 per cent faculty salary increase, plus a 5.3 per cent faculty fringe
benefit increase (approved, but with the
proviso that a Regental committee will further study the increases so that if the Board so
wishes, it can withdraw its approval.)
Also, during this two day period, the Regents were delivered two very important preliminary reports: the first having to do with
ASUC governments and their relationship to
the University Administration. This report
presented the great diversifications between
the nine UC Student Governments, and
brought up numerous questions concerning
the mandatory fees that are used to support
the. student governments. Two conclusions
drawn from this report were that the student
associations are not autonomous, but are legally an integral part of the University and
that the Regents want the University administration to achieve a University-wide policy for
the ASUC.
The second report delivered was concerned with the problems of Isla Vista. Briefly, a six man special committee recommended
that Isla Vista must be transformed from an
isolated no-man's land into an integral part of
the University's Santa Barbara Campus if further violence is to be prevented. The report
further pointed out problems of the dual
community which the committee believes
lead,to last year's violence. The report was
favorably accepted by the Regents, who have
indicated they will work to implement plans to
correct the major short-comings of the Isla
Vista
U.C. Santa Barbara community relationship.

—

-

proposal to serve soul food

Otis L Daniels,
Chairman, Black Art * Culture Committee
A proposal to serve soul food at least once a week in the Millberry Union cafeteria, was made to Food Manager Tom
Greeran by the Chairman of the Black Art & Culture Committee, Otis L. Daniels
The idea of serving soul food one day Tuesday through Friday was welcomed by Mr. Greeran. "It's a very good idea.
That's what we are herefor. We are in the business to serve the
type of food people want," Greeran said.

October 2
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"carry it on"

Joan Baez Harris

David Harris

the film

...

by Suellen Bilow
To those who tend to think in set patterns,
e.g. "my country right or wrong," the film
Carry It On With Joanßaez and David Harris
will, first of all, be somewhat informative and
may trigger a new way of thinking.
To others, the idea of nonviolent revolution
may seem terribly naive and ho-hum old hat.
Whatever one's political philosophy however, Carry It On can be enjoyed solely for its
story and pure vocal entertainment.
While subtly presenting the ideas of nonviolent resistance to the United States Military, Carry It On is also a very real love story. It is
a love story in the romance between Joan and
David as well as a love story wwith the two of
them in their relationship with various audiences throughout the film.

THE FILM FOLLOWS Joan and David
through a four-month period of their lives beginning shortly before David's arrest by the
Federal deputies for his refusing to be inducted into the U.S. Military until a short time before the birth oftheir infant son.
There are also cutbacks to David's earlier
speeches to small groups—his telling them
what he believes; for instance, that we do not
live in a democracy if the nation has a claim to
our lives.
David and Joan play themselves. They are
opposite to the plastic fictionalized youthful
heroes in other current youth-oriented films.
David and Joan are neither social misfits nor
psychotics. We see Joan Baez the singer, the
comedian, and the human being.
VARIOUS PEOPLE are played off against
Joan throughout the film. Some have no true
commitment to peace, others want to know
how toNdirect their commitment, and still others mayristen to, but do not really hear, Joan's
own commitment to peaceful revolution.
At one point Joan jokes about the defeatist
attitude among some people who tried to work
through the system. "Gee, I worked for McCarthy and he lost and I give (up)," she mimics.

In a clip of a nightly t.v. show, Joan stands up
to entertainer Joey Bishop who, while interviewing her, smugly throws in Joan's face the
kicker, "What country is better than our country?" (instant applause follows from the t.v.
studio audience)..."my mother was Jewish
and lost an eye..."
Joan retorts with, "We are all Germans in
this country." (Fade-out to studio music and
announcer's voice over music, "The Jo-eeeee
Bishop Showwww.")

IN THAT RESPECT Joan is the put-down
artist of Carry It On. But, she is not the selfprofessed hero ofthe resistance and does not waht
to be thought of as a leader ofthe movement.
One woman with two teen-aged children
confronts Joan with another point of view:
"My children are looking to you as some
kind of leader...don't you think it is your responsibility to give them some kind of direction? You can afford to have your husband go
to jail because you have money."
Joan answers, "Our friends without money
can afford to go to jail."
Like The Common Folk
Lest our heroine be made out to be too good
to be true, be assured that she is actually with
the common lot of us and like the rest of the
common folk wears an old work shirt around
her home, indulges herself in food during her
pregnancy, and misses her husband while he
is away...but with a twist...away in jail.
THE TECHNIQUES of cinema verite, interview, and t.v. style are effectively used
throughout Carry It On by the young filmakers Robert Jones, Christopher Knight and
James Coyne.

Straight Out Of the Forties
One sequence includes clips of Joan singing
in concert double-exposed over clips of railroad tracks, long roads, and other cities to give
the idea of what it's like to be on the road for
three months. Although this cinema technique is straight out of the 40's, it somehow
seems fresh in Carry It On as does Joan's version of "We shall Overcome" which she sings
over some ofthe clips.
The film is set in San Francisco, Palo Alto,
Los Altos, Los Angeles, Chicago, Detroit,
Denver and Woodstock.

All Human Life Is Sacred
While getting a realistic glimpse of Joan's
public life in concert and her private life at
home, we also see that she, as well as the film,
has a message albeit low key to deliver. Carry
It On professes love and peaceful revolution.
According to Joan and David, each person
must carry on the commitment to save humanity. They believe that ALL human life is sa-

-

-

cred.

AS JOAN REITERATES throughout the
11m, people who believe as they do should not
live vicariously throiigh them but rather
mould go out and do something themselves in
;he context of nonviolent revoluton.

Filmaker James Coy
and Robert Jones

... and its prodlucer
by Kathy Bramwell
"Carry It On" had its
beginnings when a disillusioned soldier in Vietnam
wrote to Joan Baez. A correspondence soon sprang up
between Joan and James
Coyne.
On his return, Coyne met
Robert Jones who was making a documentary film on
returning veterans. Along
with Christopher Knight,
these two men started filming Joan Baez and David Harris.
After the film was completed
they
approached
Henry Saperstein, who soon
bought the North American
rights to the film. "You can't
knock an honest film about
love you must react to it, Saperstein said.

Not a Documentary

"I knew after seeing this
film that I wanted to bring this
art form forward to encourage
other people. This is really not
a documentary. It was shot in
that fashion, but it is a love story devoted to two people who
are involved in a peaceful revolution," he said.
When asked why San
Francisco was chosen for the
premiere
Saperstein replied, "We wanted a totally

open heariri
we picked t
open mind
ject matter.
"There n

to art form,
stirred, bu

don't have
It would cci
there was n

Singing I

"Joan ne

ter because
from her 1
David. I tl
beautiful fil
Robert J

arrived at t
film from
really didn

-

had a film
shooting fi

had to mal
the story

wanted to
David was;
"In a fi
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turning on to civilisation

"carryiotn"

by Anthony Bottane, M.D.
Chairman, U.C.A.I.R.

phot-sueln
Filmaker James Coyne
and Singer Mimi Farina

.

5. The Hero as Artist
Renaissance

-

The

-

6. Protest & Communication
the Reformation, very timely
subject.

-

7. Grandeur & Obedience
The Baroque as you've never
experienced it.

-

8. The Light of Experience
The 17th Century, the Dutch
painters, Color TV higly desirable.

-

9. The Pursuit of Happiness
The
music of Bach & Handel
Penguin
paper(Available_in
backs). His series includes 13 make the 18th century just
films, portray the history of leap from the screen.
Western Culture from the
Vikings to the New Yorkers,
and reveal a warm and very
personal appraisal by this
genial host. Lord Clark is also
an optomist, and amid the
many ages of civil strife, be
traces the thread of sanity
and humanity, which all to
often appears broken.
The series can be watched
on KQED (channel 9) on
Weds (8:30) and Sundays
(9PM), and can be delightfully spiced with Julia Child on
the same evenings. Two films
have come and gone, but this
Sunday is No. 3-Romance &
Reality.
A brief rundown follows:

.

-

10.The Smile of Reason the
philosophers of the enlighten show the other side to the
18th century.

11-The Worship of Nature
where nature suddenly displaced Christianity

-

12. The Fallacies of Hope
War & Imperialism fall into
disrepute.

-

13.Heroic Materialism Finding beauty among Mammon's heirs: "Like a rock
climb, three steps up, two
steps down
but in the
end...an ascent."

-

-

P.S. For a $25 KQED
3. Romance & Reality the
Gothic 13th cent of Dante & membership one can get a
free copy of Lord Clark's
Giotto
book, Civilisation. Cheaper:
4. Man The Measure of All for a stamped, self-addressed
Things 15th century Italy's envelope, KQED will send
faith in man, the microcosm is you an illustrated pamphlet
summed up by Alberti: "A on the seires.

apnroddliuctes

--

he grew up in a boarding school
where it's easy to watch the law
watching you
chase down the lord's rabbits
in a pick-up truck under a field moon
and not have to replace the gas
because the gig was up
from the very beginning.
Richard ganci

Producer Harry Saperstein
and that is why
his city. It has an
toward any sub-

ig

lust be a reaction
Emotions must be
t they certainly
to be affermative.
rtainly be a drag if
o reaction.
from her Heart
jver

When BBC inaugurated
color t.v. with Kenneth
Clark's magnificent series
Civilisation, with one stroke
they surpassed all that American color t.v. had offered its
cultural productions. Lord
Clark of Saltwood, the creator, author & narrator of the
series, has been called the
British Minister of Culture.
He has worked with Bernard
Berenson in Florence, directed the National Galler in
London, and has written
a beautiful, scholarly study
of Leonardo
da Vinci

man can do all things if he
will."

sounded bet-

she was singing
tieart to you and
iunk it's really a
lm."
tones added, "We
he structure ofthe
the editing. We
't know if we even
after fifty hours of
lm. We knew we
te the film before
was gone and we
get film before
arrested."
lm shot like this

nothing can be rehearsed or
staged. For any other film
Joan would have pre-recorded all her songs," Saperstein

said.
"We wanted something on

film that was actual. We were
ready to accept anything that
would happen, so that the
truth would be put upon the

screen," Knight added.
She Trusted Us

;

"Joan was reluctant to
have photographers around
especially since these were to
be the last weeks she and
David would be together. But
although she had refused to
be featured in a film before, I
guess she trusted us and what
we were trying to do," Coyne
said.
"When we started out on
the film we didn't know what
we couldn't do, so we went
ahead .and did it anyway. In

—

fact our sound is better than if
it had been controlled in a
studio and in some cases it
was being recorded in 15 mile
per hour winds," Knight

said.
Moon

Shot Buries Story
"You know another interesting thing that came out in
the film is the fact that David
was arrested the day of the
moon shot in order to bury his
story from the public. It was
more than a coincidence that
he was arrested on that day.
You know that he refused the
CO that was offered him? He
refused to cooperate in any
way," Jones explained.
"The film is what we had
hoped it would be. We accomplished what we wanted and
it was not to compete with
Knight
Woodstock
said.

entertainment
Charley Pride will headline the country western show at the
Oakland Coliseum Saturday, November 7 at 8:30 p.m. Also on
the bill will be Sonny James and his Southern Gentlemen,
Johnny Duncan and Mary Taylor.
Tickets are now on sale at the Downtown Center Box Office
at $3.50, $4.50 and $5.50.
Tonight at the Film Festival the Italian film" Investigation
lof a Citizen, Above Suspicion will be shown at 7 p.m The 9:45
p.m presentation will be "Medea" from Italy starring Maria
('alias. At midnight there will be a sneak preview.
Tomorrow at 11 a.m. Murnau Retrospective: "Nosferatu";
1 p.m. A Tribute to Paul Newman and Mr. Newman will be at
that presentation. 4 p.m. "The Bridge In the Jungle."
Tomorrow night at 7 p.m. "Blood of the Condor" from Bolivia; 9:45 p.m. "Puzzle of a Downfall Child" with Faye Dunaway as a fashion model, 11 a. m. Sunday Murnau Retrospective: "The Last Laugh"; 1 p.m. A Tribute to John Cassavetes
and Mr. Cassavetes will also be at the Festival. At 4 p.m. "The
Martlet's Tale"; 7 p.m. "The Garden of Delights" from S;ain;
9:45 p.m. "The Things of Life" from France with Romy
Schneider.
The Festival will continue through November 1. Student
card holders may attend day performances free and student
tickets are $1.50. The Festival is being held at the Palace of
Fine Arts.
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at 7th Aye.
PHONE 731-8270
'
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Studio Coiffures

i

96 Judah

661-8436
Near6th Aye.
Free haircuts with wash & set
everyday except Friday and Saturday.

A HONG KONG SUMMER
What is it like to do tuberculosis case finding among the
floating population of Kowloom Bay, Hong Kong? Roy Ing,
sophomore medical student, will talk about his summer work
on Project Concern's Floating Clinic at noon on Wednesday,
October 28 in HSW 301. Using colored slides to illustrate his
story, he will show one viewport of the daily life of 3000
Chinese people who make their homes on boats.
Using Xray equipment on the Yau Oi, Project Concern's
Floating Clinic, he had first to convince the people to coming
for an Xray. He accomplished this by showing movies at night
on the deck of the Floating Clinic and by organizing 18 high
school students ta visit the 326 junks anchored in Kowloon
Bay. When as many as 20 persons live in a single boat, tubercu'osis can easily spread under these crowded conditions.

ALL NEW SHOW

|li||tjlf|

'STARTS SOON

obe (Eommtttee,
THE ALL NEW IMPROVISED SATIRICAL REVUE

expectant graduate
student?

622 Broadway, S.F. / 392-0807/ Student Discount.
9:00 Nightly except Mon./Improvisations 11:00.
Saturday 8:30, 10:30, & 12:30./Minors Welcome.

Complimentary Personal Service
at our New Sunaet Salon

*■

House of Viviane Woodard
Cosmetics

by Wally Murray,
Vice President
Graduate Student Association

94 Judah Street, near 6th Avenue
for Appointment 10a.m\il 6pjn.

664-5420
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As a graduating PhD you
are entering your first
trimester. During the course
of your nine month gestation,
you will of course encounter
the minor problems of completing your research and
writing your thesis. But asthese
events
suming
progress satisfactorily, the
only real hazard facing you is
unfulfilled labor—or more
precisely
post-graduate
unemployment. Your safe
delivery of a job depends
upon many things, and an
important one is preventing
abortive efforts leading to a

defetus attitude.
In an attempt to circumvent frustration your Graduate Student Association is

initiating a series of seminars
designed to inform graduate
students and finishing post
doctoral fellows as to the
types of labor possible with
the complication of a PhD
degree. The seminars will
occur throughout the aca-

demic year and will include
discussions on academic and

industrial postions, post doctoral programs, grant proposals and job trends.
A list of the speakers and
topics follows:
Dec. 4: Stanley Bateman,

'Grants'

Dec. 4: Stanley Bateman,
'Grants'
Jan. 21: Post Doctorate
Panel Discussion
Feb. 3: Vice-Chancellor
E.F. Rosinski, 'Academic

Positions'
Feb. 17: Vice-Chancellor
Leslie Bennett, 'Criteria for
Advancement in an Academic Career'
Mar. 4: Alan Nixon, 'Job
Trends'
Apr. 9: Tour of Syntex
Laboratories, Palo Alto.

In addition to this job forum the Graduate Student
Association is also studying
means by which graduate
students might more fully
utilize the services of the
campus Placement Center.
Details of this study will be
given in future issues of the

Synapse.
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classical record reviews
by Gene Poon

MAHLER: Symphony No. 9 in D minor. Vienna Symphony
Orchestra. Jascha Horenstein conducting. Turnabout TVS
34332-3. $5.96 (two discs).
Regular readers who saw my last column may now be moaning, "Here he goes with Horenstein and Mahler again!" The
significance of Mahler is by now indisputable, however; while
Jascha Horenstein is only now receiving the recognition
which he deserves. Horenstein's career actually spans over
three decades; and as this recording of Mahler's Ninth shows,
he was, even in 1951, a formidable Mahlerian.
The vagaries of the recording industry being what they are,

Horenstein's fame did not climb along with Mahlr's popularity. Remaining a conductor offive concerts in L,onaon, ne made

no new recordings of Mahler symphonies between the date of
this Ninth and the First reviewed last time. The only evidence
of his activity to reach his adopted homeland (he has been an
American citizen since 1936) have been "pirated" tapes of
BBC broadcasts.

Meanwhile this recording of the Ninth and another, older
one of the First remained in the Vox catalog, occasionally disappearing briefly, before re-issue in different formats and different couplings. The current re-issue represents the fourth
reincarnation of this masterful performance.

Julius R. Krevans, M.D.
Dean for Academic Affairs at
The John Hopkins University, has been appointed Dean
of the School of Medicine at
the University of California,
San Francisco.
The appointment, effective January 1, 1971, was
announced by President
Charles J. Hitch and Chancellor Philip R. Lee following
approval' by the Regents of
the University of California.
Dr. Krevans will replace
Acting Dean Charles T. Carman who was appointed last
July by the Regents.
Dr. Krevans received his
B.A. at New York University
in 1944 and his M.D. at New
York University College of
Medicine in 1946. He joined
Johns Hopkins in 1950 as a
"Fellow in Medicine and became an instructor there in
1953.

'^L^

He became professor of

medicine at Johns Hopkins in
1968 and dean in 1969. For
several years he was a visit-

ing physician and a physician-in-chief at Baltimore
City Hospitals.

Dr. Krevans is a member of
the American Medical Association, the American Federation for Clinical Research,
and the American Association of Blood Banks. He also
belongs to both the American
Society and the International Society of Hematology as
well as the International Society for Blood Transfusion.
He is a Fellow of the American College ofPhysicians and
a member of the Association
ofAmerican Physicians.
In addition, he is the author or co-author of more
than fifty publications in his
field.

It has been a prized treasure in my own collection for years.
Other performances have come close to matching it: Barbirolli's deeply-felt, emotional reading equals it in the first movement; Bruno Walter had a charming way with the bumpkinlike Landler of the second movement; and Otto Klemperer
has a brilliant success in the savage and diabolic Rondo.
But the climax of the work is the finale, where the dying
composer takes his last poignant look upon life, which he has
loved, and pursued with such enthusiasm as to burn himself
out. (In this matter he was almost right; for the Ninth is his last
complete work; and he never lived to hear its first performance, by Bruno Walter in 1912.)

In this beautiful movement, it is the Horenstein record to
which goes the honor of coming closest to the very heart of the
piece.
Only one shortcoming-remains; the. quality of the sound.
Old recordings can't sound Tike the verylatest ones (such as, in
this work, the Solti on London). Vox-Turnabout has tried to
update these sonics, even electronically simulating stereo in
the process. The result, though, is still less than satisfactory.
If you want the best Mahler Ninth, or if you already own one
of the more recent ones, get this one—at a budget price—and
listen to it with the knowledge that its merit lies not in how it
sounds, but in what it says. If you must have the good sonics,
though, the disrif conducted by Bruno Walter, Otto Klempereer, Georg Solti or the late Sir John Barbirolli and recom-

mended.

One which is not, sadly, is that by Leonard Bernstein over
imotional, overstated in every way, it is one ofthe most peculiar things this otherwise fine musician has done, the real disappointment in his Mahler cycle.

***
SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 4 in C minor, "Tragic"; Symphony No. 5 in B flat. Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Karl Mini-'
chinger conducting. London STS 15095. $2.98.
Still another low-price album! One would think your
reviewer's finances had hit the skids; but rather than admit or
deny that, let me say that one can find an incredible amount of
fine material now issued at low prices. This recording of the
"tragic" symphony (misnamed) is the equal of any bearing a
$6.00 price tag.
The work itself reflects Schubert's great admiration for
Beethoven, and shows the older man's influence in its darkhued, personal textures and its inclination toward the Romantic period. But the Symphony No. 4 is the work of ayoung
man Schubert was only nineteen when it was finished.
Still nineteen when he began the B flat symphony, Schubert was to experience the death" of his father during its composition. The Andante second movement is reputedly a Requiescat; and yet the whole work has, as its major characteristic, a masterful sense of purest melody. It proves more successful than the Fourth because it is the song of a young man
reveling in his youth rather than emulating his elder.
The performance of the Fifth on therecord here reviewed is
satisfactory; better ones may be had on records of Schubert
conducted by Otto Klemperer, Sir Thomas Beecham and
Bruno Walter. All of these are high-priced; but the Walter is
slated for imminent reissue on the low price Odyssey lable. As
far as the Fourth is concerned, though, this Munchinger is the
equal of any other reading, at any price. Good stereo sound,

too.
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impressive interest for
medical Spanish course
by I. R. Merrill, CORT
The medical Spanish
course began last week with
an impressive display oFstudent interest. A mass meeting was held on Monday, October 12, to resolve the problem of who of the more than
200 applicants would be formally enrolled in the voluntary non-credit course that
could accommodate only 46
students.
"We have students from
every professional school
and the graduate division
enrolled," said Napy Doyle,
the fourth year Medical Student who is Associate Director ofthe Project that was initiated last srping at the request of the student body.
"This includes 22 from medicine, 10 from nursing, 5 from
dentistry, 4 from pharmacy,
and 5 from the graduate division," she added.
More than half of the students are seniors and graduate students because they

will have no other chance of
getting such instruction and
many of them are planning to
work on projects with Spanish-speaking patients this
summer.
The Chancellor's office
has already requestedyan estimate of the funds necessary
to continue the project_'We
are going to have to expand
enrollment if we hope to give
priority to those students
who couldn't be accommodated under the terms of
President Hitch's one-year
grant for Innovative Projects
in Instruction," said Dr. Merrill, Project Director.
The essential part of the
practical course consists of
two-hour sesssions twice a
week with native speakers
Berna Alvarado and Gabriela Pisano-Pugh. Only Spanish is spoken and the size of
each group is limited to 12
students to provide a maximum of practice in speaking
and conversation. Grammatical niceties are ignored to
concentrate on developing

the ability to take a patient's
history, explain his condition
to him, and give clear instructions for treatment. Professor Gerard Cook of the Spanish Department at San Francisco State supervises the
instruction and will have
contact with each student
during the term. Language
-laboratory materials that
supplement the Spanish sessions are geared to patient
situations.
"The social concern these
students feel for minorities is
reflected in their respect for
fellow students," said Dr.
Merrill in commenting on the
Students
mass
meeting.
voluntarily shifted to Monday-Wednesday sessions to
make room for others who
could only attend on Tuesday
and Thursday. "I am keeping
a special list of four students
who had been accepted who
withdrew to make room for
others who needed the training for summer projects; we
won't forget them," he add;
ed.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
commission on internal

hiking

affairs
The ASUC Commission on
Internal Affairs will hold its
first meeting of the year on
October 28,
Wednesday,
1970. The meeting will be
held in the Millberry Union
Women's Lounge at 8:00 PM.
Bill Gerber, Chairman of
the Commission said that the
will
discussion
center
around plans for participation in clinics and free clinics
by the campus community
this year. He added, "All are
welcome to come and get it
on."

In Southern Marincountymaybe to Simpson "beachAssemble 9:00 AM in front of
Milberry Union or 9:30 AM at
890, Marin Drive, Mill Valley
(home of the leader). (Sat.
October 31). Contact Dr. J. E.
Cleaver ext. 1636 or 2442.

s.f. neurological society
award

The San Francisco Neurological
Society has recently
financial aid moves
established an award for the
The Financial Aid and best paper by a medical stuStudent Placement Units dent on any subject in the
have moved from Room 62 neurological field (basic sciUniversity Hospital to the ence, clinical, historical).
Dean of Students Office,
Room 66 University HospiThe award is $50 and extal. Financial Aid may be penses at the Annual Meetreached at 666-4604 and Stu- ing ofthe San Francisco Neudent Placement, 666-1407.
rological Society, to be held
Students who have been at the Awahanee Hotel in
approved for the School Year Yosemite,
March
26-28,
Work-Study Program but 1971.
who have not yet reported to
the Student Placement Unit
Papers must be submittea
may do so until November 1, by March 1,1971 to:
1970. After that time their Robert J. Seymour, M.D.
places on the program will be 45 Castro Street
San Francisco, California
reassigned to someone else.

.

Wu Want You To Join Our Oiutch
At An

how to
manage

disability and retirement
problems
5. Arrange an effective
insurance program for the
In last week's issue of Synprofessional and his practice i\apse
there was a misplaced
6. Handle effective yearline
in the article, "books:
end tax planning
Mrs.
Munck." The paragraph
7. Handle pension, profithave read, "Mrs.
should
sharing and other deferred
a difficult book to
Munck
is
compensation plans
describe or define. This
8. Create unusual methods seems to have been Miss Lefffor sheltering income from
land's intent' as she extaxes, including investments
plained, 'There seems to be
in livestock, citrus groves, oil
two pegs on which this book
and gas warrants, etc.
can be hung. If it has to be
on one I prefer the FerFaculty for the course: nhung
John C. Williams, C.P.A.,
Director, M.B.A. Taxation
Program, Golden, Gate College; John J. Mullane, Jr.,
L.L.8.; E.C. Grayson, C.L.U.;
Paul W. Heideman and Alvin
Johnson,
Consultants,
Marsh & McLennan, Inc.
For a brochure and information, contact the Office of
Continuing Education in the
Health Sciences, University
of California, San Francisco,
at 666-1692 or 666-2483.

correction

professional affairs
professionally
Here is a long-awaited
opportunity for people in the
professions to learn how to
manage their professional

affairs—professionally.
Those interested are encouraged to enroll in this
unique two-day course to be

given Saturday and Sunday
October 24-25 at the Hyatt
House Hotel, Burlingame.
Experts in the field will
explain how to:
1. Set up a corporation for
the professional
2. Interpret effects of new
tax laws—the Tax Reform
Act of 1969
3. Deal with legal, liability, accounting and management of the practice
4. Cope with dissolution,

BELL'S

JEWELERS
SPECIALTY

WATCH, CLOCKS.
JEWELRY REPAIR
ALSO

BULOVAACCUTRONS
DIAMONDS WATCHES
JEWELRY GIFTS

-839 IRVING ST.

SAN FRANCISCO
Phono 661-1080

'NEW 1971
VOLKSWAGENS
All Models
Available
BUY or LEASE
Irani

STAN
CARLSEN
VW

-

1900 19th Aye (comer Ortega)
564-5900

-

mist. The Gothic is terrible. It
is the lowest art form. Publishing houses have a special department that spew
out hundreds of these books.
(The young girl comes to the
huge manor house to be a
governess and falls in love
with the lord of the manor.)
There is no parti cular handle that can be put on Mrs.
Muhck and I like that.'

***
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Enclose a free will donation for the MwiOr■
crndsntisw and lloonts. We aan issue Donor or
Divinity Degrees. We era State Chartered and your
ordination n recognized tn all SO irtawa and moat
foreign countries. FREE LIFE CHURCH-

BOX

4030.

HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA

33023.

